
George Taylor 

Introduction 

 According to the Equal Justice Initiative, “Jim Crow laws proscribed the lives and 

possibilities of black people throughout the South. Jim Crow initially referred to a style of 

minstrel show in which white performers caricatured black life for entertainment of white 

audiences.” Under the Jim Crow rule, all aspects of life were governed by a strict color line.  1

Most of it still codified and enforced by custom, habit, and violence.  George Taylor seemed 2

to be just another number. Another victim of the South’s fatal brutality. His murder cannot be 

deemed non-justifiable nor can it be said that it is justifiable. But his story can be told. There 

are always at least two sides to a story. Yet, George Taylor never got to tell his. He was 

murdered because it was said that he attempted to kidnap three white women. The only proof 

that could be given was the words of these women.  

Racism, segregation, inequality and injustice 

 Racism is known as the belief that a particular race is connected with a definite trait.  3

It gives an unequal distribution of power, showing that some believe that certain races are 

superior to others.3 During African enslavement this theory was forced into the minds of all 

Africans. After slavery, Jim Crow laws worked to enforced this for many years to come. The 

term nigger, or negro, was popularized by white Americans during the times of slavery, post-

slavery, and still today.3  Nigger was used historically to cast African Americans as second-
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class citizens who do not deserve, or have earned, the same rights and privileges enjoyed by 

others in American society.3 The South gave African Americans an image that deemed them 

to be savages or dangerous brutes prone to criminality.  Whites constantly called them stupid 4

and lazy, said they lacked morals and that they were compulsively hyper-sexual.4 In the 

South, beginning in the late 19th and early 20th century, there were segregated schools, diners, 

churches, and recreational areas. Most times African Americans did not look a white 

American in the eye. Most incidents where African American males stared or smiled at a 

white woman for too long they were brutally murdered. Often times those murders were 

lynching. More than half of lynching victims documented by the Equal Justice Initiative were 

lynched under the accusation that they committed murder or rape.  “In this society, white 5

lives held heightened value, while the lives of black people held little or none.”5  

George Taylor 

Birmingham, Alabama in the mid 1930s was nothing less than antiradical. Despite the wake 

of the Depression, Birmingham was one of the major cities in the South rooted in racism. It 

was said that most of the notorious incidents of antiradical violence occurred in surrounding 

Birmingham areas.  “An act of antiradical violence relates to not wanting extreme changes in 6

the existing views, habits, and conditions that were occurring throughout the South” . In 7
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extreme cases, African Americans who were murdered did not get the justice they deserved. 

For instance, the unusual murder of George Taylor. 


George Taylor was born in Washington County, AL in 1905. His father was Ike Taylor 

and his mother, Allien Taylor. Together, according to the 1920 Census of the United States 

for rural Washington County, AL, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor had seven children. Washington 

County is South of Birmingham, AL. Although George Taylor’s family did not grow up in 

the heart of “Bombingham”, as citizens would call it, racism still followed them everywhere 

in Washington County. Washington County’s history included countless plantation sites and 

its history was rooted in a hatred for African Americans. 

At twenty-nine years old on the night of August 23, 1934, George never knew a walk 

through Stockham Park in Birmingham, Alabama would end his life. The events told were 

statements made on behalf of the three women involved in the incident.  George never had a 8

chance to tell his side of the story. Grace Tabor, twenty-three, Lorena Tidwell, nineteen, and 

Edith Tidwell, twenty-four, were said to be on their way to a church meeting in East 

Birmingham. One of the women made a statement that George had moved in their direction. 

As George came closer, it was stated that he pulled a revolver on the three women while 

verbally attacking them. “What are you going to do?” one of the women asked. “We have no 

money.” she followed. “You’ll soon find out what I’m going to do.” George responded. 

While confronting the women, he demanded that they follow him. In the process, one of the 

women, Edith, somehow ran off and attracted the attention of a group of white men. While 
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Edith was getting help, Grace and Lorena tried to retrieve the revolver from George. In this 

moment George threw them both to the ground. Somehow, during the physical altercation 

with George and the women, Grace was injured by hand. In this moment, the men who Edith 

had gathered were near the incident. The newspaper stated George then began to fire shots 

and fled by foot through what was described as tall grass. Several of the men armed with 

revolvers, followed him into an alley and fired a volley, striking him in the head. George ran 

several feet farther and fell. It was not until George was shot that goers of the park crowded 

around the scene. While suffering his gunshot wound, the three women crowded around 

George and immediately confirmed the victim to be the man who they say tried to kidnap 

them. George Taylor died shortly after being admitted to Hillman Hospital, which is now 

UAB Hospital of Birmingham. 

This exact incidence shows how unfair the South has been. “Thirty-eight percent of 

white Americans agreed that the nation has already made the changes necessary to achieve 

equal rights while only eight percent of African Americans said the same.”  The traumatic 9

experience of surviving mass violence creates “insecurity, mistrust, and disconnection from 

people”, psychological harms that were amplified by the dangers inherent in navigating 

Southern racial boundaries.9 The justice system failed George, and every other victim who 

did not get a fair chance to tell their side of the story. 

Analysis 

 During the statement made at the scene, it was never mentioned that George grabbed 

the women. Nor, was it stated the women were ever abducted. However, a newspaper source 
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stated, “Miss Edith Tidwell broke away and ran toward a group of men who were holding a 

meeting nearby and spread the alarm.” The news article made it seem as if George had Edith 

by hand or restrained in some way, which contradicted Edith’s statement. How is it that a 

revolver was pointed at the three women and yet Edith felt so at ease to even move one bit 

without the thought of being killed? How is it that a young negro man was so comfortable to 

decide to pull a gun out, in the 1930s, on a group of white females? This was a time period 

where African American males were lynched and murdered in very heartless ways just for 

looking at white women. According to the police report, George fired shots at the posse of 

white men approaching him. The report stated there were fifteen to twenty-five shots fired, 

but the only person shot was George. Although the females claimed to have seen the victim 

with a gun, it was never reported that a revolver, belonging to the victim was recovered. The 

in-just of George’s death shows how there was no regard to an African American’s death, 

especially if a white man murdered him. The deep racial hostility that permeated Southern 

society during this time period often served to focus suspicion on African American 

communities after a crime was discovered, whether evidence supported that suspicion or 

not.  Almost all white murderers of African Americans killed in hate crimes were never 10

legally convicted of any offense. “In this society, white lives held heightened value, while the 

lives of black people held little or none.”10  
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